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From the tech hubs to the Bauer buses to the conference rooms named after rock bands and 

state parks, San Francisco is burning — with techie ambition. But Hunters Point artist Kal 

Spelletich harbors machine dreams born on wilder, weirder shores. 

 

 

 

He was setting faux strip malls ablaze at Burning Man long before Facebook established a 

playa beachhead and was delving the way robots and humans interact decades before Google X, 

having engineered his fair share of flame-throwing bots and reanimated critter cadavers. 

“Light a fire, and it can warm you or cook food or burn down a whole city block,” Spelletich, 

54, says of his juvenilia after a full day of teaching at theSan Francisco Art Institute. “It was 

sort of like unleashing a wild beast working with pyrotechnics.” Even before he teamed 
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with Survival Research Laboratories in the early ’90s, he was “getting stuff to do things that it 

wasn’t supposed to do. Like taking a weed whacker and turning it into a running machine or 

hooking a dead rabbit to a skateboard and rocketing it across a parking lot to give it life again.” 

 

That thread of “combining disparate things, a rabbit and fireworks, mysticism and science” 

continues in “Intention Machines,” the new exhibit of robotic sculptures and photographs by the 

Davenport, Iowa, native, who was rebuilding cars before he had a driver’s license. 

 

The kinetic figures and images of celestial bodies taken with hacked digital cameras represent real 

people who have changed Spelletich’s life, like artist Chris Johanson, poet Lawrence 

Ferlinghetti and the Guerrilla Girls’ Martha Wilson. Clad in their subjects’ unwashed work clothes, 

they genuflect, pray or whirl like dervishes in response to a viewer’s touch to their sensors. 

 

“I’ve been obsessed with interactive art since the ’80s,” Spelletich says, “and how to get the 

audience to go from being a passive spectator to a more engaged one.” 

 

The kinetic works are the latest in a line of human-machine hybrids that “in a way subvert 

technology,” says Spelletich. “When people think about technology, it’s about something to make 

money or make their lives easier. I come from a family of people who are using it for poetry and 

magic as opposed to some kind of drone that vacuums your house.” 

 

The headless figures, moving with spontaneous, righteous intention, also tie into the artist’s 

studies in Buddhism and Eastern spirituality and interest in how prayer flags and wheels work. 

“Through audience interaction, it’s assumed they create goodwill or energy on the planet,” he says. 

“I thought, why doesn’t art do that? Why can’t technology have that mystical energy — or does it? 

This is my experiment to see if I can make machines or robots that help the planet.” 
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